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Possible narratives: the neoconcrete art movement in Brazil

The presentation analyzes a set of oral history interviews, from different periods, in

order to address the differences of understanding about the neoconcrete art

movement over time in Brazil. Concretism and neoconcretism developed in Brazil

during the 1950s. The first historical rescue of neoconcretism occurred in 1976, with an

article by the art critic Ronaldo Brito. In 1977, in the occasion of the exhibition Brazilian

Constructive Project in Art (1950-1962), an anthology on the subject was published.

Recently, a strong and positive appreciation of this artistic movement has been

growing, especially in the international scene. The passage that some neoconcret

artists made from Modernism to the contemporaneity, as well as some theoretical texts

of the time on the movement have achieved international visibility. In discussing how

the understanding of neoconcretism was modified, we can analyze how the narrative

about this movement is presented in the historiographic treatment of the period.
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Reclaiming the Photographic Archive: "Mother" Nature, Oral History, and

Environmental Religiosity

The genre of landscape photography in the United States is steeped in the mythical

narrative of the "conquest" of the North American continent via Manifest destiny.

William Cronon notes just as the western frontier is considered a bastion of rugged

male individualism, the wilderness found within was also seen to have a restorative

quality for those conquerers. According to Finis Dunaway, it was a sanctuary to escape

the plagues of society. This tradition is often framed as a masculine and sacred domain,

through the spiritual renewal found in the writings of Henry David Thoreau and John

Muir, or the in photographs by Ansel Adams and Elliot Porter for the Sierra Club. The

Sierra Club photos, in particular, served as a type of religion, often published in books

with accompanying text that projected, according to John Szarkowski, a "Calvinist

insularity" (2001, 34).

While women have been involved with landscape photography roughly since its

inception, according to Naomi Rosenbaum their work did not, at least until recently,

receive due consideration (perhaps because this was considered a "male" domain). In

this paper, I reevaluate the archival oral histories of five mid-20th century female

photographers who have all worked within the landscape canon: Berenice Abbott,

Imogen Cunningham, Dorothea Lange, and Marion Post Wolcott. Only one of the

women (Gilpin) is traditionally considered a "landscape" photographer. The paper

argues that women's images fall into three broad categories, grounded in a type of

advocacy for the land: "wilderness" as a place of spiritual worship, landscape as a place

having value despite (or because of) the scars made on it by humans, and the "tamed"

land as a restorative, but brutal, garden. Far from being absent from the land, these

historic women photographers complicate and challenge the myth of Manifest destiny

and environmental religiosity.
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'This is not a work of history': Making Poetry fromOral History

The awarding of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2015 to Svetlana Alexievich signalled a

recognition by the academy of oral history as a genre of creative writing, and creative

writers, working on their own private writing projects, or professionally as part of

residency schemes or in community settings, often work with individuals to collect life

stories or other kinds of personal testimonies, mimicking and/or adapting the

methodologies of oral history.

Concomitantly, oral historians and social scientists are increasingly aware of the

possibilities of more creative presentations of interview transcripts. As Holstein and

Gubrium (2003) note, 'a radically different textual form can help us to represent a

respondent's experience more inventively, and authentically,' and, presenting

interviews as, 'poetry rather than prose...capitalizes on poetry's culturally understood

role of evoking and making meaning, not just conveying it.'

An engaged and collaborative poetic practice that draws on oral history methodologies

and theory, raises interdisciplinary questions. How does the creative writer, (who may

also be acting as a breed of oral historian), negotiate challenges around ethics,

authorial authority, authenticity and textual ownership? How does this kind of creative

practice lead to the creation of new, hybrid forms of creative texts, and developments in

poetics? Particularly in what has been termed the field of 'docupoetry' or 'poetry of

engagement.'

This paper will briefly explore some examples of this kind of 'engaged poetics', including

the work of poets CD Wright and Mark Nowak. It will examine some of the crossovers in

poetics and oral history theory, identifying similar concerns and (sometimes differing)

responses in the different disciplines, and will conclude with a short reading from my

own poetry as illustration of a poetic practice emanating from oral history.
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Oral Histories of Designers: Rethinking the historical,  theoretical 

and international foundations of Finnish design  

Contemporary theories in design history underline the value of information produced 

within the profession. Oral history has become a significant methodology for 

understanding creative practitioners and also the missing history of art education. Oral 

history has suggested new methods for research also for design history (Sandino, 2013; 

Oral Histories and Design: Objects and Subjects, 2006).  

Despite the eminent national and international recognition of Finnish design the 

historical development of this post-WWII success story and the hagiography spun 

around it has been surprisingly little exposed to research. Even less the educational 

system, ideologies and models that laid the foundation for the professional practice. 

Our research project uses oral history as a means to reconstruct design history from 

"beyond" and to study the professional, ideological and philosophical groundings of 

Finnish design basing on interviews of designers.  

In a set of interviews conducted in 2013-14 in the Aalto University, Helsinki we focused 

on processes how educational programmes have developed and individual designer 

identities were constructed (Summatavet & Svinhufvud, 2013). The interviews of 

designers who started their studies in late 1960s and early 1970s problematize the 

construction of a designer identity, motifs and missions. We claim, that there is a 

collective Finnish concept and understanding of a modern designer identity that is 

built upon common education (one school) and especially on the aesthetic principles 

of composition. Through the art subjects and especially the mandatory subject of 

composition (general composition) a universal set of design rules were planted, a basis 

whereupon specific professional tuition was added. We propose that this gave a 

general platform and understanding to students, future professionals.  
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Oral tradition as a literary technique in Marko Tapio's Arctic Hysteria novels

Oral tradition as a literary technique in Marko Tapio's Arctic Hysteria novels

I ponder Arktinen hysteria I-II novels' (1967-68) – the late work of Finnish author Marko

Tapio (1924-1973) – connections to typically oral and orally transmitted tradition of

narratives.

Various genres and forms of oral tradition is used in Tapio's novels ranging from local

stories of Finnish Civil War to often obscene anecdotes of working class men in the

power plant construction site. Also family stories, dreams and memories are depicted

as if they were told by an oral informant whose record novels narrator uses as raw

material of his own version of the story he's narrating.

Tapio also uses a good deal of known and archived pieces of oral tradition such as folk

songs, legends and horror stories and these direct loans and references are

emphasising my point how Tapio's novels are not only a story about the Björkharry

family, but also a huge collection of told stories and interpretations of their meaning

and function in the transmitting processes over the generations.

Tapio's narrator depicts the orally transmitted stories often harmful, even disastrous, to

people's world view and self reflection. This claim resonates with some estimations on

the field of oral history, namely those suggesting oral source records being

characteristically expressions of beliefs and every day living of non-hegemonic classes.

However, possibly unreliable kept sources and skepticism towards oral storytelling

seem to generate slightly unreliable tone also to novels' narrator's own voice.

In my approach the oral traits embedded into narration of fiction seem to be blurring

the boundaries between oral and literary. Through the analysis of Tapio's work I suggest

how fiction can be seen sourcing it's elements from oral tradition and thus the

analytical tools of oral history and tradition cannot be excluded from its study.
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